
USING THE BOOKS:

To make the books, fold the paper in half 

horizontally and then in half again vertically.

The front cover showcases the 

letter your students will practice. 

You can have them decorate the 

word in various ways. Here are some 

fun ideas!

*Color the word with crayons, 

markers or colored pencil

*Cover the word with white glue and 

add glitter or colored sand

*Decorate the word with small 

stickers or a bingo dauber

{If you have your students decorate the word with 

something that leaves a texture, I suggest folding the 

page into a book after they fill out each page}

Little Letter Books are a fun way to get your 

students practicing reading, writing, and finding all 

the letters of the alphabet! They can be used in 

literacy centers, morning work, or even sent 

home as extra letter practice!
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Your students will also have the 

opportunity to practice writing the 

upper & lowercase letter. For extra 

practice, encourage them to say 

each letter as they write it. Speaking, 

writing and seeing the letter will help 

them learn through several styles 

of learning! To change it up, you can 

have your students write the word 

with pencil, crayon, or even marker.

They will then practice reading words/pictures that begin 

with that letter sound. They can color each picture as well.

On this page, your students will search 

for the focus letter. They can color, 

highlight or use a bingo dauber to mark 

the letter. 

On the last page, your students will 

come up with a word (or words) that 

start with the letter sound, illustrate 

the pictures, and label them to the 

best of their ability. They can also label 

them with just the beginning sound!



Name:

I can write the letter:

a b A
d A r
E l a
a A c

I can find the letter Aa:
My Little

Letter Book

I can read each word:

ant apple alligator

I can illustrate and label 
words that begin with Aa:
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